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Attack on Charlie Hebdo
movement I m Charlie in Lyon

Meyzieu (Lyon), 08.01.2015, 01:38 Uhr

GDN - Movement "I'm Charlie" rallies on canvas : Since the announcement of the attack at the offices of Charlie Hebdo on
Wednesday, users were mobilized for the victims of the shooting. Many netizens were mobilized on the canvas, also in the city of Lyon,
France in tribute to victims of the attack...

Movement "I'm Charlie" rallies on canvas : Since the announcement of the attack at the offices of Charlie Hebdo on Wednesday, users
were mobilized for the victims of the shooting. Many netizens were mobilized on the canvas, also in the city of Lyon, France in tribute
to victims of the attack... Tens of thousands of peaceful demonstrators have overwhelmingly responded to calls on social networks to
support the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo, victim of an attack Wednesday morning and gathered in several cities in France and
abroad. Emotions run high and all expressed their support.
More than 10,000 people took to the streets including Lyon (East Central) and as in Toulouse (south-west), according to estimates by
police. In Paris, more than 5,000 people gathered in the heart of the capital, near the headquarters of Charlie Hebdo.

Discover in pictures these spontaneous gatherings for freedom of expression and against this terrorist act.

Long live freedom of expression! Freedom! Freedom!" Place Bellecour is full of people Wednesday night in honor of the victims of the
shooting in the offices of Charlie Hebdo. The rally organized by the Press Club of Lyon in 18 hours drew more than 10,000 people
according to police. In the crowd, signs "I'm Charlie," pens in the air and slogans that come pierce the silence.
At the forum succeed Mayor of Lyon and President of the Press Club, and every speech, sustained applause sound. Present to show
their support, Mathieu Mimicking is episodic buyer of the satirical magazine. "I've always liked Charlie Hebdo, not only the press that
they kill, it is the Republic, he let go. You have to show solidarity, these people died for freedom.

Bericht online:
https://www.germandailynews.com/bericht-47514/attack-on-charlie-hebdo.html
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